
Description
The magnetic settlement meter ST110, suited to be installed in drilling holes, 
provides an indication of vertical displacements between different ground 
measuring points.
It consists in a double guided tube (externally wrinkled and internally a PVC 
tube), around which are placed, at prefixed depth, plastic covered magnetic 
rings.
The column is built during the insertion in the drilled hole, or step by step during 
the embankment construction.
At the bottom of the magnetic settlement column is installed a telescopic 
anchor. At the head is installed a suspension head.
The measurement is obtained by lowering the settlement magnetic meter 
probe into the tube. Every time the probe enters the magnetic field a reed 
switch is closed. Measuring the distance between the head of the tube, as 
reference, and every point in the column, is possible to extract the absolute 
ground settlement.
The settlement magnetic probe consist of a PVC reel on which is coiled a 
graduated with cm or mm markings cable of different length. At the end of the 
cable is placed a reed switch.
In the central reel body are place the acoustic and visual signals supplied by a 
9V battery.
Ion demand you can request for the COMBO probe so you can have 2 
instruments in one (the magnetic meter probe and the water level probe).

Applications
Monitoring settlement in ground, embankments etc.

ST110
Magnetic settlement meter
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Cable

Cable Diameter

Ext. sheath in transparent polyurethane armoring with 
Kevlar core, 4 conductors

Ø4.7mm
Dimension Probe
Length Available

Ø12 x 150mm
50 - 100 - 150 - 200 - 300 mt

Technical features
ST110

Magnetic settlement meter

Cable

Cable Diameter

polyethylene jacketed measuring tape 
2 conductors

10 x 1mm
Dimension Probe
Length Available

Ø12 x 150mm
50 - 100 - 150 mt

Spider Ring ST110-AM-AL
Material   Ring in PVC and 3 Springs of Harmonic Steel
Ring Dimension
Spring Dimension

Int. Ø60mm  Est. Ø90mm x 45mm
20 x 400 x 0.7mm

Magnetic Meter Probe ST110-SO-CM-XXX* - cm markings cable

Magnetic Meter Probe ST110-SO-MM-XXX* - mm markings cable

Plate Ring ST110-AM-PI
Material   Ring and Plate in PVC
Ring Dimension
Spring Dimension

Int. Ø60mm  Est. Ø90mm X 45mm
300 x 300 x 2mm

Corrugated Tube ST110-TU-PR-XXX*
Material   HDPE threading corrugated
Dimension
Length Available

Int. Ø42mm  Est. Ø60mm
50 - 100 mt

Access Tube ST110-TU-IS-XXX*
Material PVC
Dimension
Length Available

3/4”
1.5 - 2 - 3 mt

Telescopic Anchor ST110-AN
Dimension Ø90mm x 1000mm
Material PVC
Suspension Head ST110-TS
Dimension
Material

Ø120mm x 120mm
PVC

Combo Probe Add -CO to the magnetic meter probe

*XXX Indicate the length


